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“Fantastic...powerFul!” 
-the Village Voice 

“a passionate look at addiction, rehabilitation, and
one man’s intense dedication to help others.” 

-this week in new York 

“rocks! a character study and revelation
of a possible answer to addiction.” 

-VarietY

“riVeting!” 
-hollYwood reporter

“a haunting, Visceral exploration oF addiction.
For those seeking a path out of darkness,

this film is not to be missed.” 
-charles shaw, alternet

I’M DANGEROUS WITH LOVE is an underground 
adventure that traces one man’s risky journey into 
the world of shamanic ritual. Dimitri Mugianis had 
been addicted  to heroin for 20 years when a single 
dose of ibogaine, a  powerful hallucinogen derived  
from  the root of a West African plant, stopped his 
addiction cold.

Filmmaker Michel Negroponte enters the ibogaine 
subculture and follows Dimitri over three years, as 
he takes drug users through the same detox that 
saved his life. Problem is, ibogaine is an illegal 
drug in the U.S. When Negroponte tries ibogaine 
himself, he experiences firsthand its propensity to 
“break open the head.”

“Bursts on the screen like a circus Fire. a moVie You’ll neVer Forget.” 
-chris hegedus and d a penneBaker (directors oF dont look Back, the war room & kings oF pastrY)

“Unsentimental but ultimately moving.”
-Wall Street Journal

there’s one cure for heroin addiction. But is it a 
cure? Methadonia is an expression that signifies the 
borderland between high and straight, where recov-
ering heroin addicts on methadone “maintenance” 
exist. Passing the time on benzos and other prescrip-
tion drugs that enhance the methadone, addicts find 
themselves in Methadonia for years, or decades.

this unflinching, intimate documentary from Michel 
negroponte reveals the culture of addiction through 
the eyes and lives of men and women trapped in 
Methadonia.

SRP: $24.95 • 88 minutes • FRF 912266D

ALSO NOW AVAILABLE ON DVD

BONUS MATERIALS include:
• Filmmaker Interview • Filmmaker Biography

• Ibogaine Resource Guide • & More

SRP: $27.95
Canada: $29.95

Catalog: FRF 914642D
84 minutes, color, 2010


